INTRODUCTION
Reliable characterization of subsurface targets is the primary objective of every geophysical exploration technique. Regardless of the physical properties being mapped, or the variant of the geophysical method employed, quantifying the resolution of the Earth is a comnion theme of all field experiments. Inverse theory has proven essential for this task since, for a imear relationship between model parameters and data, it provides an exact mapping between data errors and model uncertainty. In this regard, the amount of information that can be extracted from measured data (i.e. the success or failure of a geophysical experiment) depends explicitly on data quality. Yet measurement accuracy and precision alone do not define data quality. Data independence and sufficiency are also important and illustrate the need for ensuring the collection of appropriate data through experimental design.
While data analysis and inversion techniques abound in the geophysical literature, surprisingly few attempts have been made to optimize quantitatively the design of geophysical experiments. Commonly, survey parameters are selected based on a combination of theoretical investigations, repeated simulation with numerical or analog models and experience with the interpretation of previously acquired field survey data. While often extremely powerful, such heuristic experimental designs can be of limited benefit when investigating highly heterogeneous target areas, and/or when the relationship between data and model parameters is strongly non-linear. Consideration of environmental, logistical or instrumental constraints relevant for the particular survey further complicates the process of experimental design.
Statistical experimental design is a rigorous basis for optimizing the design of geophysical prospecting that provides msights into the character, benefits and limitations of a particular class of geophysicai data. Optimization of an experiment is not limited to maximizing the resolution of the subsurface model, but is easily extended to consider constraints such as costs and Jogistics. In this contrjbutj on we study a simple frequency-domain electromagnetic (EM) survey design to show how these issues can be addressed with statistical experimental design techniques.
STATISTICAL EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Expenmental design for geophysical surveys seeks to determine the data acquisition parameters (e.g., Source-receiver configurations, baudwidth, acceptable signal to noise ratios) that "optimally" constrain a particular subsurface model (or range of models, if sufficient uncertainty regarding the Earth exists). The desired resolution of model parameters must be specified, as should the pararneters reflecting logistical constraints, fmancial resources and the capabiities of available equipment. These constraints essentially defme the space of data acquisition parameters (survey designs) available in the search for the best data acquisition strategy.
A quantitative means for defining "optimal" data, the objective function, is expressed in the relationship between resolution of the hypothetical a priori subsurface model and the data. The objective function must also represent any imposed boundary conditions such as minimizing data acquisition costs. A proper objective function must be based on the data analysis technique intended for evaluating the subsequently collected field data. 1f, for example, linear inverse theory is to be used, It is reasonable to base the objective function on the resolution matrix (e.g. Menke, 1984) . Here, we define an objective function based on the singular value spectrum of the design matrix for the linearized inverse problem. The singular value spectrum maps data variance into model pararneter uncertainty (e.g. Menke, 1984) , and is therefore well suited for the purposes of experimental design.
Maximizing or minimizing the objective function, i.e. finding an optimal survey layout, is a strongly non-linear problem, not be easily solved with linearized inversion theory. Rather we have employed a genetic algorithm (Hunter, 1995) , which proved to be superior to other global optin,ization techniques.
DESIGN OF A FREQUENCY-DOMAIN ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY
To explore the usefulness of statistical experimental design, we simulate a simple controlled-source EM survey. A horizontal electric dipole (HED) source is placed at the surface of a layered halfspace. The data comprise vertical magnetic field measurements at various positions between 0.1 and 1000 m from the source (Fig. la) . The frequency range lies between 1 Hz and 1 MHz, although the quasistatic limit has been imposed, excluding radiative propagation at high frequency. This source-receiver configuration has a cylindrical symmetry modulated by sinO (Fig. la) ; thus the free experimental design parameters are simply frequency (f) and distance (r). Sampling is logarithmic with 10 samples per decade giving a total of 2400 possible receiver configurations (60 frequencies and 40 distances). Acquiring such a large number of frequency-distance estimates would be impractical, but is necessary to provide a sufficient model space for the optimization procedure to explore. A three-layer earth model (Fig. ib) is used to illustrate the experimental design procedure.
The data in this experiment are assumed to be error free, of unlimited bandwidth and of computer precision. We seek to fmd the optimal data subset consisting of 20 points in (f,r) space, such that the inverse problem is moderately overdetermined. When distributed adequately, this subset of possible data shoufd provide sufficient information to constrain the five free parameters of the test model. Figure 2a shows the best receiver configurations in (f,r) space selected by the optimization algorithm for the test model. For all models we tested, the desirable data space tended to cluster along relatively narrow diagonal bands in frequency-distance space, roughly along lines of constant induction mimber (e.g. Ward and Hohmann, 1988) . Figure 2b shows areas that include 99.9% of (f,r)-.pairs belonging to the fittest 10% of the fmal genetic algorithm population, reinforcing the notion of selective data space sampling. A physical interpretation of the regions delineated by the genetic algorithm is straightforward. The selected (f,r) points fail in the transition between the electromagnetic near-field and far-field, or at the electromagnetic inductive limit, the data regions most sensitive to changes in the models (Boemer and West, 1989) . Note that the genetic algonthm solution considers the resolution of all model parameters simultaneously, and thus is a more refined sampling of (f,r) space than the single parameter example shown by Boemer and West (1989) .
To study quantitatively the properties and reliability of the genetic algorithm, we compare the posteriori covanance estimates based on the best genetic algorithm solution with those of other survey designs. The complete data set of all 2400 (f,r) pairs approximates the best attainable experiment, while a randomly selected subset of 20 data points should approach the worst case (completely naive sampling) limit. Figure 2c depicts the posteriori standard errors of the model parameters. This example shows that by judicious selection of <1% of the complete data set (20 out of 2400), the corresponding model uncertainty is only marginally increased from those determined using the who!e data set. Conversely, random sampling of the data space produces disastrous reductions in the resolution capability of the optimal experiment.
Influence of the Subset Size
The example shown in Figure 2c indicates that random sampling of the data space using small data subsets is undesirable as an expenmental design strategy. However, to increase the subset size requires concomitant increases in survey costs. Experimental design offers an excellent means of examining the trade-off between data quantity and model parameter resolution. Figures 3a to 3e show the posteriori standard error estimates for the individual model parameters as functions of subset size. For larger subset sizes, the standard errors of the random and the genetic algorithm solutions exhibit a power law decay proportional to the square-root of the subset size, as would be expected for a purely overdeterrnined inverse problem. Note that duplication of important data points in larger subsets aliows the error estimated from the genetic algorithm solution to be smaller than that of the complete data set (Fig. 3e) .
Deviations from the power-law (Le. overdetermined) behavior occur for smaller subset sizes with the random solutions showing significant underdetermined components in the inverse problem. Interestingly, the standard errors of the genetic algorithm solutions are inversely proportional to the square root of N (subset size) over virtually the entire range of subset sizes. This observation indicates that our design optimization has succeeded in keeping the conductivity structure inverse problem overdetermined.
CONCLUSIONS
Formulating experimental design as a global optimization problem is a powerful method of survey planning. Optima] survey design complements and extends our heuristic capabilities, particularly for complicated surveys or multidimensional Earth structures.
For the case of the simple frequency EM experiment discussed in this article, an experienced EM specialist would have experienced that, in general, the sensitivity to a particular Earth model is largest in the transition zone (as in Fig. 2 ). Subsequent surveys would be designed specifically to sample this space, although Figure 2 shows that this design strategy could substantially degrade the potential model resolution unless the inverse problem can be guaranteed to be highly overdetermined. Ensuring an overdetermined inverse problem requires not only knowledge of potentially important areas in the data space, but also the relative positions of the individual data points. While inverse problems involving only a few parameters are relatively easy to make overdetermined, inversion for multidimensional Earth structures may be underdetermined, or only slightly overdetermined. The problems of providing adequate data for meeting of the survey objectives is particularly acute when the field program is conducted within a fixed budget.
Experimental design must be based on our knowledge and expectations of the subsurface structure. That is, it requires a dear intent and a certain amount of a priori information. While this requirement mayat first seem restrictive, it none-the-less represents the real eiivironment in which surveys must be planned. Any a priori knowledge about the Earth should be incorporated into the planning/feasibility studies and not used simply to stabilize inverse methods. The greatest benefits designed surveys would undoubtedly be expected in follow-up surveys. Having already acquired a certain ainount data it is certainly expedient to use experimental design for planing further measurements, or perhaps contemplating the use of another geophysical method. 
